to this theory, all three Pastoral Letters can be dated to the mid-60s—that is,
to a time later than the traditional date for Paul’s death.
Scenario Three: “Pseudepigraphic Composition” Theory
For a number of literary and theological reasons, many scholars believe that
the three Pastoral Letters can be regarded as pseudepigraphic, and if so, then the
“presumed situations” described above may be regarded as literary constructs.
The letters actually were written by some unknown person (or persons) at a
time when Paul, Timothy, and Titus were dead and gone, but not forgotten.
The letters try to articulate what Paul would say to his famous colleagues if he
(and they) were still around, grappling with issues that, in reality, had become
matters of concern for Christians of a later time. Most interpreters who follow
this view date the letters late in the first century (80–100) or possibly to some
time in the first quarter of the second century (100–125).
There are other complicating factors. Some scholars think that the Pastoral
Letters could be pseudepigraphic expansions on brief notes that Paul actually
did write to Timothy and Titus; thus nuggets of material from authentic Pauline letters are contained within our current pseudepigraphic letters. And many
scholars have suggested that only 1 Timothy and Titus are pseudepigraphic,
while 2 Timothy may be an authentic Pauline letter that later was used as a
template for producing the two pseudepigraphic works.
Whatever view is adopted concerning the historical situations for the Pastoral Letters, the overall purpose of the letters seems clear. The letters want to
ensure that the Pauline tradition gets carried forward in the face of competing
ideas: the preservation of that tradition is now being entrusted to emissaries
and to faithful leaders they appoint. In addition, all three letters have a strong
parenetic character: they are filled with exhortations to good behavior, for conduct appropriate within “the household of God” (1 Tim. 3:15; cf. Eph. 2:19).
Box 22.3

Did Paul Write the Pastoral Letters? Why Doubt It?

D

E
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authentic: in discussions of authorship,
“not pseudepigraphic”—that is,
written by the person to whom a work
is ascribed.
parenetic: containing advice, counsel,
or exhortations
intended to motivate
or persuade.

EXPLORE 22.13
Authorship of the
Pastoral Letters.
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For these reasons, some scholars do not think that Paul wrote the Pastoral Letters:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The language and style are not typical of Paul’s letters.
Certain theological ideas are different from what Paul expresses elsewhere.
The description of church government seems too developed for Paul’s lifetime.
The teaching opposed in these letters is not something that Paul deals with elsewhere.
The manner of dealing with false teaching is not characteristic of Paul.
Historical circumstances presumed for the letters do not find support elsewhere.

All of these points, however, are disputed, and many scholars believe that Paul did write the
Pastoral Letters.

Historical Background
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